Dear Drew,

It is with great joy that I write to you today having delivered our Easter Camp in a Box to over 1,000 Lebanese and Syrian children across Lebanon including families affected by the explosion in Beirut. Within hours of delivering boxes, I started to receive feedback and pictures from churches and recipient families. I also got many additional requests via Facebook as well as from friends of families who had received a box. We will be launching a survey in a few weeks to assess the impact of the Easter Camp in a Box. In the meantime, kindly find below a quick summary of what has happened so far.

**The Box**
The Easter Camp in a Box consisted of 13 activities including games, crafts, coloring and an activity book. The box was packed and prepared by our group of youth leaders. In parallel, and as usual, we prepared short 2-3 minute *how-to* videos that we posted on our website and on YouTube for children who prefer to be walked through each activity.
Distribution
We distributed 1000 boxes (English and Arabic) to all areas of Lebanon starting with the families of the Beirut explosion. The boxes were distributed through over 40 channels including churches, organizations and individuals. The number of channels is growing thankfully as we are receiving random requests from churches and organizations of different denominations and many family requests through social media. The boxes were delivered by the BCYM Team the week before Easter. Moreover, we are in the process of preparing 200 additional boxes to cater to the needs of the families around us.
I look forward to updating you upon finalizing our impact report. In the meantime, I wanted to give you a glimpse of the wonderful pictures we are already receiving. You can also keep track of our updates on our Facebook as well as our website.
Finally, we ask you to lift the kids receiving these boxes up in prayer so that God would work in their hearts and in the lives of their family members. Please also pray that God would provide enough resources to make 2,000 more boxes for the summer and that much fruit would be produced.

Blessings,

Gladys H. Sebali
Director - BCYM (Baptist Children & Youth Ministry)
P.O.Box 165
Mansourieh, El Maten, Lebanon
Tel: +961 4 401 922 – Ext: 121

*A ministry of the Lebanese Society for Educational and Social Development (LSESD)*